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Abstract: website planning is the foundation of website construction, and website 

construction is the premise and foundation of e-commerce. Starting from the concept 

of website planning and website construction, this paper systematically expounds the 

significance of website planning and website construction. Then the "quick quick" 

network for the foreground website and background website framework. Thus realizes 

the website function. This article has certain reference value to the website 

construction aspect some methods. 
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1. Website planning and construction 

1.1 Significance of website planning and construction 

The meaning of website planning 

A professional website is built in the premise of reasonable website planning, website 

planning has strategic content, also contains tactical content, website planning should 

stand in the height of network marketing strategy to consider, tactics is to serve the 

strategy. 

Website planning is the foundation and guiding program of website construction, which 

determines the development direction of a website and also has guiding significance 

for website promotion. Network marketing plan focuses on the web site to release after 

the promotion, website planning focuses on the construction phase of the problem, but 

in order to carry out the network marketing is the purpose of the website construction 

need, so should use the global point of view to look at web site planning, the site 

planning stage is fused marketing plan is to come in, rather than wait for completion of 

website to consider how to do marketing. 

Website planning content for the network marketing plan is also of great significance, 

has the same important value as the network marketing plan, the two cannot replace 
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each other. The main significance of website planning is to set up the overall concept of 

network marketing, every link and network marketing objectives combined, enhance 

pertinence, avoid blindness. 

 

1.2 Significance of website construction 

(1) Great publicity effect 

The ubiquitous and convenient network will change your past passive propaganda and 

business model, the use of the Internet can be directly click on the Internet and friendly 

links in the form of browsing your website, so you will have hundreds of millions of 

potential customers; You can publish your own product introduction and supply and 

demand information on your website at will, and promote your own products and 

business philosophy to all Internet users. 

(2) Obtain detailed, effective and timely information 

Due to the interactivity of the Internet and information dissemination of the swift, so 

that the network is full of all kinds of information, users can according to their own 

needs, after a simple analysis and classification, you can get a number of people before 

the day to collect information, greatly support your production management and 

operation. 

(3) Comprehensive and detailed introduction of the company and its products 

One of the most basic functions of the company website is to introduce the company 

and its products in a comprehensive and detailed way. In fact, companies can put 

anything they want people to know on their web sites, such as company profiles, 

company buildings, production facilities, research facilities, product looks, functions 

and how to use them. 

(4) The cost of building a station is very low 

You in a circulation of hundreds of thousands of newspapers to do a page of advertising, 

advertising in television stations do a few seconds will cost you tens of thousands of 

yuan, the effect is not satisfactory, but, you only need one, two thousand yuan can 

have their own space on the Internet, directly in the face of hundreds of millions of 

users, the advantages of the station is more than the disadvantages. 

5) it is the requirement of The Times 

The Internet has become an indispensable thing in people's life at present. More and 

more people have been used to communicate and get information through the Internet. 

People have abandoned the traditional mode, which is the trend of social development. 

 

2. Process of website construction planning 

2.1 Type your site 

"Quick quick" website type positioning is to do B2C enterprise website. Through the 
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products and information released by us, on the one hand, consumers can choose 

suitable gifts on our website; on the other hand, they can browse the information of 

our company on the website and learn the latest information of the whole online gifts. 

 

2.2 Service objects of the website 

Contact our main service object is used to present the feelings of people, but focuses 

on the male consumer groups, aged between 20 to 40, this kind of consumers usually 

have a certain economic basis, consumption idea is relatively open, can skilled operate 

computer to the Internet, and has formed a fixed circle of interpersonal (lover, friends, 

colleagues, etc.), will be our biggest customer base. 

 

2.3 Basic function planning 

(1) Website introduction 

Website home page complete entry of our basic information, so that users can easily 

master the content of our website. The content mainly includes about us, website logo, 

shopping guide, payment method, complaints and Suggestions, delivery instructions 

and so on. 

(2) Latest/hottest product recommendations 

It is mainly the withdrawal of promotional means, which combines the hottest products 

with the latest products on the shelves for promotion. In this way, to achieve the role 

of promotion. 

(3) Commodity navigation classification 

Shopping online more and more consumers like to find their needs directly from the 

navigation categories of goods. Set up the product navigation category. Users can find 

the category name and the type of product according to their needs. So you can choose 

the right gift from them. 

(4) Search 

Search function according to the user's own preferences input like gifts of keywords, 

search conditions will be fuzzy query, query finished, jump to the query list page. Users 

can then choose the gifts they want from the skip page. 

(5) Activity zone 

In addition to big promotions on special days, the activity area also plays a big role in 

small holidays. Through the establishment of AD rotation zone, users can clearly see 

the activity information, attracted by the activity to achieve the effect of the activity 

zone. 
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3. Basic structure of "quick quick" website 

3.1 Foreground structure 

Through the reference gift industry some website home page design and overall visual 

effects, combined with the type of the site and user positioning. We made a plan of the 

basic structure of the website. Put the customer experience first, the overall web 

design is simple and clear, allowing users to see. 

Reflect the basic structure of the home page. The schematic table is as follows: 
The site structure is shown in table 1 

Main column column segmentation instructions 

Home page 

LOGO website LOGO link directly to the home page of this website 

Service hotline 400,800 customer service center: member ordering and selling, 

after-sales service hotline; Consult and submit relevant comments and Suggestions. 

Service telephone 

Service email 

The company introduces the brand image display, deepens the customer's impression 

to the brand, enhances the brand value; Alipay trust merchants logo, let the customer 

to the mall online payment more trust, through rigorous and safe payment channels, to 

achieve the safe and fast payment. 

Alipay trust business signs, online banking 

The latest announcement industry trends: industry comprehensive information release 

and guide trends. 

The dynamic 

Latest fashion trends 

Promote product recommendations 

My account member management new member registration member registration: 

convenient user instant registration; For primary registration, only user name, email 

address and contact number should be filled in. cars only 

After the customer order is submitted, the processing status of the order can be viewed 

online in real time. Client can: user password management; User data management; 

Prompt problem management; Delivery information management; Order status 

management; Checking account balance; Order payment management and other 

operations. 

The product reviews and q&a option displays comments from members on products 

and questions submitted online and responses from customer service. 

In the option of personal information, members can modify their personal information, 

contact information Email, login password; View member's browsing record, collection 

record and so on in this website. 
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Receiving address book 

Product review my review 

Edit personal profile 

Change Email address 

Change login password 

Browsing history 

Records of consumption 

Integral query 

Birthday is favorable 

Order system order tracking customer order submission, online real-time view of the 

processing of orders. 

The product center arranges relevant information according to various categories of 

commodities: commodity article number, number, picture, specification, online sales 

price, retail price, surface, auxiliary ingredients, style description, etc. 

Product reviews: displays comments and questions submitted online and customer 

service responses. 

Product specification: enterprise specification specification and volume rules. 

By series 

Information about individual commodities 

Online product reviews 

Product specifications 

Recommended product popularity single product pictures, style description, online 

consultation details. Large and small background can be modified. 

The latest product/hot promotion 

Shopping process after confirming the goods user confirms the payment order, fill in 

the delivery information and select the gift points, the system generates an order 

receipt number, the user can check the delivery situation of the order number, timely 

contact with customer service. 

Member login: if you do not become a member, jump to member registration. 

Delivery information: delivery address, telephone number 

Payment method: complete the transaction or transfer directly through alipay and 

e-bank on the website. 

Member login 

The delivery information 

Gift selection (bonus points for gifts) 

Terms of payment 

Make sure the order 

Order success (generate order number) 
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The help center ordering guide provides comprehensive help and guidance for 

members' activities on this website, as well as the relevant terms and policies. 

Delivery and freight 

Terms of payment 

Complaints Suggestions 

Shopping guarantee 

Contact us 

Other frequently asked questions 

Online payment online payment related functions are completed directly in the website 

About our company. 

Knowledge garden and all kinds of knowledge news release 

Members enjoy the membership manual, membership grade and discount rate and 

other benefits. 

Customer feedback on the website and service comments and Suggestions. 

Web site alliance web site alliance and friendly links. 

 

3.2 Background structure 

Background structure is a support to the foreground planning, so do the whole 

background planning is very important to the realization of the foreground. So it is very 

important to improve the background planning. Reflect the basic functions of the 

website background management. Table 2: 

Website background management diagram table 2 

Main column column segmentation instructions 

Website logo website logo connection, website related introduction modification and 

addition, real-time update of announcement center, 

website 

Website announcement center 

Product management new product release new product shelving, removal, and 

modification. 

Goods query 

Order management order list order payment, delivery, return and exchange situation. 

Return of the order 

Menu management channel navigation menu to the navigation menu name 

modification and classification of the deletion, modify the classification of content and 

whether to add a menu and secondary menu function. 

Top navigation menu 

Bottom navigation menu 

Membership function menu 
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Member management member list and ranking related member information 

management. 

Tools access statistics system access statistics can clearly see the source of visitors, you 

can see the trend. 

QQ customer service system 

Security center last landing information related security management. 

Password change 

To allocate 

 

4. Function realization of "quick quick" network 

4.1 Use of functional modules 

User registration function module 

User registration function module user registration, of course, not necessarily he 

immediately buy things, can register first, at any time can buy things, the user 

registration advantage is that after buying things do not need to enter a lot of personal 

information, just the account and password input can be. 

 

4.2 Commodity module 

(1) commodity data management: the addition, deletion and modification of products 

and product data (price, picture, introduction, seller, release time, etc.) can be 

completed through background data. 

(2) setting of home products and pagination display product quantity: product 

inventory can be set according to the actual quantity, so that consumers can clearly see 

the quantity of products. 

(3) display of product details (price, legend, description, etc.) : click the detailed 

information to browse all the information of the product and click the detailed picture 

to see the uncompressed product picture. 

 

4.3 Information bulletin management module 

Information management to achieve the update and maintenance of website content, 

provide in the background input, query, modify, delete the specific information function 

of each news category and topic, choose whether this information appears in the 

column home page, home page of the website and a series of perfect information 

management functions. Specifically include the following functions: add, modify, delete 

each column information (including text and pictures) function. 

 

4.4 Payment module 

In order to achieve smooth payment, there are mainly three types of payment, cod, 
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alipay and transfer. 

(1) Cash on delivery 

Express delivery to your door using cash payment, no additional charges. After 

selecting the correct province, city, district/county according to the consignee's address, 

the system will prompt you to choose the mode of delivery and relevant distribution 

information. 

(2) Alipay 

Alipay (China) network technology co., ltd. is a leading independent third-party 

payment platform in China. It was founded in December 2004 by Mr. Jack ma, CEO of 

alibaba group, and is an affiliated company of alibaba group. Alipay is committed to 

providing "simple, safe and fast" online payment solutions for e-commerce in China. 

(3) Transfer 

Not directly using cash, but through the bank to transfer money from the payment 

account to the payment account to complete the payment of a bank currency 

settlement method. It develops gradually with the development of banking industry. 

When the settlement amount is large and the space is far away, the use of transfer 

settlement can be more secure and faster. In modern society, the vast majority of 

commodity transactions and currency payments are made through transfer and 

settlement. 

 

4.5 Logistics distribution 

Mainly logistics freight, divided into China post EMS, surface mail, tailwind express. By 

setting the price, to the province, according to the weight of the goods to determine 

the cost of delivery. 

The screenshots of the functions of each module are as follows 

User registration: consumers can register to become our members. 

Commodity module: release of commodities, modification of commodity information. 

 

5. Station construction technology 

5.1 Domain name registration 

Can go to a few well-known domain name business of China to register website if: 

China ten thousand net, China connect is waited a moment. Prices range from 50 yuan. 

To register the domain name is as follows: happy-go-go.com. 

 

5.2 Purchase virtual host 

Virtual host is divided into a certain disk space on the network server for users to place 

sites, application components, etc., to provide necessary site functions, data storage 

and transmission functions. So-called virtual host, also called "website space", is to run 
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a server on the Internet into a number of "virtual" server, each virtual host has an 

independent domain name and complete Internet server (support WWW, FTP, E-mail, 

etc.) function. Because of limited funds, there is no independent host, so we will use 

virtual host to replace. 

Virtual host management: to view the host information, you can remember the 

upgrade management and other operations. 

 

5.3 Database 

A database is a collection of data organized according to some data model and stored 

in secondary storage. This data set has the following characteristics: as little 

duplication as possible, serving the multiple applications of a particular organization in 

an optimal manner, its data structure is independent of the applications using it, and 

the addition, deletion, modification and retrieval of data are managed and controlled by 

unified software. From the development history, the database is the advanced stage of 

data management, it is developed by the file management system. 

Database management: real-time view of data and monitoring. 4.FTP upload tool 

FTP tools are generally divided into FLASHFTP, LEAPFTP, CuteFTP, collectively known as 

FTP three musketeers, to Chinese version and cracked version. Domestic simplified 

Chinese version currently has 8UFTP. Among them, FLASHFTP is the fastest, but the 

access to some educational websites is not stable, there are some things appear to 

transfer large files stuck phenomenon, but for speed, this small deficiency can be 

ignored; LEAPFTP is the most stable, access to all sites are relatively stable, and 

definitely not dead, but the speed is not enough; CuteFTP has many features, speed 

and stability in between the first two, users can choose them according to their purpose 

and preferences. 

Flash FTP tools: tools to upload web pages, select Flash FTP. 

 

6. Inspiration of website construction  

Through this website construction, I summarized the following points. 

 

6.1 Determine website theme 

For the selection of content theme, to do small positioning, content to fine. Don't try to 

make an all-encompassing site, which will often lose the features of the site, but also 

bring high intensity of labor, the site when the update is difficult. If you want to be a 

web designer and are planning to build a website, you should first consider the content 

of the website, including the functions of the website and what your users need. Your 

entire design should revolve around these aspects. 
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6.2 Determine the website interface 

The subject matter type of the website is determined, it is necessary to talk about the 

collection of information content to do a reasonable arrangement, as far as possible to 

delete those unrelated to the theme of the column, as far as possible to speak about 

the best value of the content listed in the column, so that visitors can see the most 

valuable information at a glance. 

 

6.3 Website art 

A good-looking website should not only be planned properly, but also have a certain 

degree of beauty and appreciation. The picture of the website also wants to have 

certain beautiful degree, not just take a picture that does not accord with the theme of 

the website casually. The whole site is also clear, let users see feel very clean. It is also 

important to beautify the website. 

 

6.4 Master the tools of network construction 

When making web pages, we must be proficient in the use of software, and constantly 

explore. For the processing of details, we need to do a lot of things, only with constant 

practice, we will better use the software. List the software that we are familiar with 

doing a website to use: photoshop, flash, dreamweaver, frontpage and so on. 

At the same time, in the process of website construction, I found many shortcomings of 

my own and did not understand the knowledge deeply enough. 

 

7. Conclusion 

The success of a website and the construction of the website is inseparable, but also 

need a variety of operations and maintenance to make the site smooth and sound 

development. Website construction has a very important role, whether it is to the 

society or to the enterprise, all play a decisive role in important, we should continue to 

study the website construction from the technical aspect, strive to play an important 

role in the website construction, so that we can make an important contribution to the 

website construction. And a website to better development, vision is not only limited to 

the present, but should focus on the future, only the continuous advance with The 

Times, innovation can be in an invincible position in many websites. 
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